
GUIDO STRAZZA 

Il segno della pittura

Antonio Battaglia Gallery is glad to present the personal exhibition of Guido Strazza (Santa Fiora – Grosseto, 

1922) opening on Thursday 9th March 2017 at 7 p.m. The exhibition continues with the Gallery’s program of 

the Sixties and Seventies Italian artists rediscovery. Nowadays Guido Strazza is ninety-four years old and he 

is a relevant protagonist of sign’s abstraction painting.

It will be an opportunity for Milan’s public to know, after the last exhibition in Milan at the Morone Gallery in 

2011, the important poetic contribution that the artist gave to the contemporary art world.

In the meantime the National Gallery of Modern Art of Rome dedicates to the artist an important exhibition  

which will be opened till March 26th 2017; it’s more than half a century of artistic activity among paintings, 

sculptures,  drawings and etchings.  The works coming from the artist’s  collection will  be donated to  the  

National Gallery of Modern and Contemporary Art of Rome.

Antonio Battaglia Gallery will be displaying a selection of recent works from 2005 to 2010; in these works the 

sign is the only protagonist and, as in  Un centro rosso,  its force hits you and seems to go through the 

canvas. Clear blue or red brush stokes as in Diagonale, 2010 or in Pochi segni, 2010, and light marks of red 

arise from the matter white bottom painting as cuts on the skin; that’s a synthetic painting. 

A series of papers from Segnare - disegnare will also be exposed.

Here the immediacy of the gesture and the freshness of the painting combine themselves with the graphic 

pleasure of the sign; it’s his permanent and personal linguistic research that stems from teaching engraving 

in Rome from 1974 to 1976, invited by the director of National Chalcography of Rome, Carlo Bertelli. In these 

years he starts researching on the sign and he publishes Il gesto e il segno (Ed. Scheiwiller, Milano 1979).

Guido Strazza graduated in Engineering in 1946. Since 1948 he has dedicated himself to painting and in the same year 

he moves to South America where he exposes at San Paolo Biennial of Art in 1951 and in 1953. In 1954 he comes back 

to Italy and he settles in Venice where he meets Tancredi, Vedova, Bacci. In 1956 he moves to Milan where he knows 

Capogrossi and Fontana. He paints the series of  Metamorfosi delle forme and exposes at Naviglio Gallery and Ariete 

Gallery in 1958. In 1964 he moves to Rome and attends the National Calcography directed by Maurizio Calvesi starting 

exploring the engraving language and the connection between sign and colour. In 1968 he exposes his first works about 

sign and light changings (images on movable transparent screens) in a private room at the Venice Biennial of Art. In the 

Eighties he works at the series of I segni di Roma an of Cosmati presented at the Venice Biennial of Art in 1984. He has 

been director of the Rome Academy of Art. He lives and works in Rome.
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Catalogue available in the Gallery – the exhibition will be until April 22nd (closed from April 2nd till April 10th)

Hours: tue/sat 4 - 7.30 p.m. (Saturday morning also 11 a.m. - 1.30 p.m.)
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